Let K = GF(q), q =2
2n+ \ let Sz(q) ( 2 B 2 (q)) be the Suzuki group based on the field K and let B be a normalizer of a Sylow 2-subgroup of Sz (q) . In this paper we use the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence to determine H l (B, V) i = 1,2, where V is a one dimensional JO-module, in terms of the solutions to certain equations in End(K*). These equations are solved when V is trivial or involved in K 4 , the standard four dimensional module for KSz (q) . Using this information we determine H 2 (Sz(q) , K 4 ) as well as the previously known groups H 2 (Sz(q), K) and H 1 (Sz(q), K 4 ). These may be viewed as results concerning conjugacy classes in semi-direct products and concerning exact sequences of groups using the well known group-theoretic interpretation of cohomology of degree 1 and 2 [6] .
We will assume all cocycles are normalized, i.e. vanish when any one of their arguments is the identity. When [/] E H 2 (G, V) , where G is a group and V is a left G-module, let E(f) denote the extension of V by G using /, that is, E(f) = {(u, g)\v E V, g G G} with multiplication
(vu gi)(v 2 , gi) = (i?i + gi(v 2 ) + f(g u g 2 ), g 1 g 2 ).
We use the explicit description of Sz{q) given in [9] . Let K o be the prime subfield of K, r = Gal(K/K 0 ) and 0ET defined by 0: x (a,u) = For a, u EK and t E K* put where h = h(a,u)= u e+l + a and g = g(a, u)= u 2e+1 + u e a + a 26 . Set U = { (a,u)\a,ueK}, T = {T(t) \t E X*}, B = UT so Sz(q) = (B, /> CSLt(q) (in [9] , U J is used in place of 17). Then X 4 (columns) is the standard module on which Sz(q) acts as multiplication on the left. In fact Sz(q) is contained in the Symplectic group defined by /.
Since U is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Sz(q) which is a T. I. set with normalizer JB, the Cartan-Eilenberg stability theorem tells us that if V is a
T are isomorphisms for i >0. Thus (after the case q = 2) we shall replace Sz{q) by B. Furthermore these isomorphisms show that when giving explicit cocycles it is sufficient to give their restrictions to U and show they are T-stable.
Assume first q = 2. Then Sz(q) is a group of order 20. Its Sylow 5-subgroup is cyclic, normal and a generator acts fixed-point-freely on X 4 . This implies H'(Sz(2),X 4 ) = 0 for i >0 [7] . Henceforth we assume q ^ 8.
Throughout we assume a, j8, u, v E K and t E K*. We identify T with K* via T(t)^L It is seen that (a, w)(/3, v) = (a + j3 + MU 0 , M + U) and (a, u) T(r) = T(t)(a, u)T{t)~l = (ta, t e 'u) where 0' = 2 -26. Also Z = {(a, 0)} is the center and derived subgroup of U. Set A = U/Z and X = B/Z so X is the semidirect product AT.
When V is a XT-module and *>EEnd(K*) we say T acts with weight v on V provided T{t)v = t v v for all t E K*, v E V. The above formulas show Z and A are XT-modules of weight 1 and 0' respectively. Observe End(X*) -Z/(q -1)Z and so is a commutative ring.
When V and W are (finite dimensional) K-modules Hom(W, V) = 0 (rer H CT (W, V) where H a (W, V) are the cr-semilinear maps from W to V. If additionally V and W are XT-modules of weight v and a> then (W, V) is a XT-module of weight v -cocr. Now fix V, a one dimensional XB -module on which U acts trivially and T acts with weight v. We shall often identify V with X. From the (nonsplit) exact sequence of groups 1 -> Z -> B -> X -> 1 the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence gives us the exact sequences of X-modules
Our aim is to determine H 2 (B, V). In Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 we determine most of the other terms in (*) and study the maps Res and <&. Furthermore H 2 ab (W,V)H om(W, V). See [7] for the proofs of these statements. Taking T-cohomology of the above sequence gives the exact sequence of
In [5] it is shown that Alt Using Lemma 1 and the Cartan-Eilenberg stability theorem we can determine the terms of (*). We have H\X, 
Proof. First we claim
. By the previous remarks this is evident if we show cr + r = <p + p in End(K*), where a-, T,cp,pE T, implies {or, T} = {<p, p}. For this apply both sides to (x + 1), expand, cancel and see the same equality holds in End(K + ). /(a, u, j8, v) for /((a, w), (j8, u)) ). Let JS = £(/), the extension using /, and let U be its Sylow 2-subgroup. We show U is a Suzuki 2-group of exponent 8 contradicting a theorem of G. Higman [3] . A Suzuki 2-group is a non-abelian 2-group with more than one involution and an automorphism cp with (<p) transitive on the involutions.
Writing (a,a,u) for (a,(a,u) )EU we see ( First we give the description of O as found in [7] . Choose a set splitting S:X->B with TTS = l x , S(l)=l. (2, 8, 1, 1) ; (3, 8, 4, 2) ; (4, 8, 2, 2) ; (4, 32, 2, 8) ; (4, 32, 1, 2) . (d) v t = 6'(<T + T ): (i, q, {cr, r}) = (1, <?, {1/2, 0}); (2, 9 , {1/4}); (3,8, {1,2}) ; (4,8, {1/2}) . (e) v t = * + r: (i, q,{a, r}) = (1, q, {0/2}); (2,8, {2,3}) ; (3,8, {4}) ; (3,32, {2,1}) ; (4,8, {1,4}) . The following will be useful for solving these equations. LEMMA 6. W/ien i G {1,2,3,4} we have (1 (i,q) = (2,q) ; (4, 8) dim K H\B,V,)=\ I 0 otherwise, (2,qy,(4,8) ; (4, 32) 0 otherwise. T -H\B, V 4 ). We are now ready to proceed to the main results of this paper. The given cocycle shows dim* Jf ^B, V l2 ) = 1 so it suffices to see 0. Lemma 6 implies &im K H l (B, V 34 . This is a contradiction as M -> u 6 is not an additive function. THEOREM 
